Emerging Issues

- Discussion ITEM: BCC needs to take up intentional discussion of lower division/upper division policy for Perspectives categories.
- Discussion ITEM: BCC needs to take up intentional application of “no prereqs” policy.
- Discussion ITEM: BCC needs to take up intentional discussion of need to insert ourselves in e-Campus course conversion process.
- Discussion ITEM: BCC needs to craft statement to the effect that submissions after [designate month] may not be addressed until following September.
- Discussion ITEM: Should the BCC consider a blanket “philosophy” be that no students should be required to take additional prereqs in order to satisfy the BaccCore requirement? (similar to the stated goal that no students are required to take Ecampus courses to obtain their degree)
- Discussion ITEM: Should AP/transfer credits be allowed to satisfy BaccCore requirements for DPD?
- Discussion ITEM: Further, are all courses (and all sections) assessed each year, or just a subset (random sample)?
- Discussion ITEM: how can these course reports help address specific issues – can they include prereq details, etc...